For the operating theatre two strong white-glazed fireclay sinks with rolled edge have been selected, glazed inside and out with recess for gun-raetal removable standing waste, and supported on vitreous enamelled cast-iron cantilevers to stand clear of wall. Each sink is fitted with Doulton's patent gunmetal, non-scalding valves, with lever handle to be actuated by elbow, one fitting to have a spray, and the other an antisplash jet; between the sinks a polished marmorite slab will be placed supported on polished gun-metal brackets with removable clips, so that the slab may be removed for cleaning.
In addition to the sinks two strong white earthenware lavatories will be provided fitted with wastes and valves of the same kind as the sinks: In everycase fittings are rounded off at all angles, all exterior surfaces glazed, and everything open for inspection and cleaning. Floor-channels are largely used for carrying off the waste water, each channel having a strong hinged dome grating at the outlet, and a glazed fireclay trap.
The Lavatories.
The lavatories are strong white glazed fireclay, with gunmetal standing wastes, and valves made with bibs to stand sufficiently high above the pottery to allow of proper cleaning, they are carried on white vitreous enamelled cantilevers, and kept clear of the wall. The sinks are of various sizes, and have rolled edges in front and at the sides, but the backs are square so that the wall tiling will rest on them; they are glazed both inside and out. Some of the sinks have oiled teak tops instead of the rolled edge, and are fitted with gun-metal removable standing wastes. The bed-pan and scalding-sinks are of special design, and include a bed-pan sink, a 4 feet long scalding-sink and drainer, all being glazed both in and out. The bed-pan sink is fitted with a rising jet for bed-pans and a cleanser for urine bottles, the jets are flushed by screw-down valves and are connected to both hot and cold supply, and the bed-pan is flushed by a syphon cistern. Two special sinks are provided for the service-room and pathological post-mortem room ; these are of large size, glazed all over with removable standing waste and gun-metal f-inch hot and cold valves; they are supported on cantilevers.
The Closets.
The closets are made in strong white glazed fireclay of the wash down type and the back is carried right to the wall with a slight skirting so that no space is left that will' in any way conceal'dirt. The closet is carried on two cantilevers built into the wall, and these are fitted into a pottery slieve so that no part is exposed, the In particular we noticed the large handsome cooking ward-stoves, arranged to be fixed, either in the centre or at the ends of the wards, with flues above the stoves or below as convenient. In the latter case, the flue is taken down into the floor, and thence to the chimney by a horizontal flue in the floor. The stoves themselves are made in various designs, including the well-known pattern in which the outside of the stove is covered with ornamental glazed tiles, ornamental iron work, and others. The air of the ward is warmed in two ways by these stoves; there is the ordinary cheerful fire-place with its glowing coals, sending out heat rays into the ward, and in addition, there is a supply of air from outside constantly passing into the ward warmed as it passes through the stove.
Air is led from a grating in the outer wall, to a space at the back of the fire surrounding the flue, and thence into the ward by adjustable outlets in the front of the stove. The air is exposed to the heat of the back of the fire and of the flue in its passage from outside into the ward, and its temperature is raised. placed between two of the bars in a groove provided for it near the top, and 'the anthracite coal is filled into the stove down to the shovel. The cover of the stove, which has a silver-sand seal, the rim of the cover fitting into a groove filled with sand, is then put in its place, and the fire lighted below the shovel with ordinary bituminous coal. When the fire is well alight the shovel is withdrawn, and the anthracite allowed to descend on the lighted mass, where it ignites. As it consumes the coal in the stove gradually descends, the fire presenting a cheerful appearance through the front grate bars, and giving out considerable heat. To liven the fire at any time, the shovel is inserted at the first or second groove from the bottom, to hold the fire above it up, the lower movable part of the grate is then pulled out by means of a hook provided for the purpose, its contents tipped into the ashpan, and the movable part replaced, the shovel being then withdrawn, the coal settling down and making a fresh fire. The " Radiant'"' stove is made in sizes from 9 in. diameter, by 2 ft. A PORTABLE GAS-HEATED IIADIATOR.
In the duplex radiator, which comes to us from America, a distinctly new line has been struck. The apparatus is thoroughly portable, just as an electrical heating stove is, the flexible metallic tube which connects the radiator to the gas service not being very much heavier than a properly designed cable for an electric radiator, and there is no chimney, it being claimed by the makers that there is no smell nor deleterious substance given off from the radiator to a sufficient amount to require carrying to the chimney. The apparatus is also constructed on entirely novel lines, so far as the consumption of the gas used for heating is concerned. The usual method of burning gas for heating purposes, as is well known, is to mix a large proportion of air with the gas at the burner, the gas then burning with a blue flame, on what is called the Bunsen principle, from its distinguished discoverer. Everyone is familiar with the fact that the ordinary fish tail and bats-wing burners are very wasteful in gas, and that they do not give out as much light or heat for the same expenditure of gas as the Welsbach mantle, because the particles of carbon are cooled so quickly in their passage outwards from the centre of the flame, and because the Welsbach apparatus is really a Bunsen burner," which generates sufficient heat to raise the mantle to incandescence. Nevertheless the materials for the generation of heat are present in the fish-tail burner, if they are properly utilised, and this is what the inventor of the duplex radiator claims to have done. The apparatus consists of pairs of fish-tail burners, four pairs for the fourtube and six pairs for the six-tube, the burners being carried by a pipe fixed in a hollow casting forming the base of the apparatus, standing slightly off the floor, so that air can pass in underneath. Above each pair of burners is a tube of thin sheet iron, while above the tubes again is a second casting, shaped like an inverted dish. The tubes are held between the base and the upper casting by rods passing through the ase an the top plate, and the tubes are held in position by s lpping over rings cast on the base, and by wedge-shaped ^pi "es passing into the tops of the tubes from the top casting.
ut the wedge-shaped spikes are only allowed to enter the tubes, to a certain depth, so that there is a small space left between the tops of the tubes, and the under side of the upper casting, the latter curving round over the tops of the tubes so as to conceal the space left free. In the upper portion of the tubes a number of discs with deeply serrated edges are suspended, the points of the disc plates touching the inner surfaces of the tubes, and the spaces formed by the serrations allowing the passage of the products of combustion. The working of the apparatus is as follows :?The usual combustion of gas goes on at the fish-tail burners, but the products of combustion pass up the tubes, and instead of passing freely into the atmosphere, are checked by the plates in the upper portion of the tubes; the space between the burners and the lowest plate becomes very hot, 450? F. it is stated. The result is that the half-burned products of combustion from the fish-tail burners are exposed to this heat, and are thoroughly burnt, giving off more heat in the process, this being radiated into the room from the outer surfaces of the tubes. The final products of combustion pass up between the serrated plates and the inner surfaces of the tubes, and out to the atmosphere by the space left free under the dish-shaped top plate. The air which feeds the burners is also heated by passing through the heated base, the latter being raised to a considerable temperature by contact with the tubes and by the heat given off from the burners. The top plate does not become very hot, a peculiarity of the apparatus due evidently to the passage of the air through the space men tioned, between the tops of the tubes and the top plate, and to the latter only being "ionnected to the tubes by the wedge-shaped spikes. It is stated that a consumption of from 10 to 12 cubic feet an hour is sufficient for heating rooms of the usual size of doctors' consulting rooms at hospitals, and it should therefore be very useful for that purpose on account of its portability. 
